Online Proctoring Q&A Series

Our staff experts answer over 200 of your ARE-related questions. Each of these videos will provide you with an in-depth understanding of the online proctoring timeline, new break policy, scheduling, testing setup, new demo exam, accommodations, and more.

- Part I
- Part II
- Part III

ON THE BLOG

Architect Spotlight: Courtney Zunis

Ohio architect Courtney Zunis talks about adaptive reuse in historic neighborhoods, plus shares her thoughts on the profession's efforts to create more opportunities for minorities in the field.

The Value of Licensure and Diverse Representation

Think Tank members reflect on the need for stronger representation within the profession.

New Licensure Progress Worksheet for Candidates and Supervisors

Use this document to help your supervisor better understand your licensure progress, goals, needs, and expectations—and have an active discussion regarding next steps.

A Guide to Architecture Organizations
Learn what NCARB and its partner architecture organizations do to serve the public and the profession with this helpful guide.

**WATCH**

NCARB Live: ARE 5.0 Testing Strategies

Watch as examination experts answer candidate questions related to the updated demo exam, key testing strategies, and upcoming exam changes.

**ARE 5.0 NEWS**

Online Proctoring Launch Date Moved to December 14

To better ensure the quality and security of the ARE, NCARB has delayed the launch of online proctoring and related exam changes until December 14, 2020.

NCARB Announces Changes to Exam Navigation and Timing

Learn more about the exam changes expected to go into effect next month, plus explore resources like our Guide to Online Proctoring and ARE 5.0 and the updated ARE 5.0 Guidelines and ARE 5.0 Handbook.
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